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 Super Swing Golf is an arcade golf game developed by Apogee Software. The game features 72 courses, 45 player types,
multiplayer games with up to eight players, and over 150 unlockable golf items. Super Swing Golf can be played in single player

mode, or can be played in modes that include nine-hole and eighteen-hole stroke play, and match play. A fan remake of the
game was released in 2014. In 2015, publisher Backflip Studios released a version of the game for macOS and Linux, using the
Unity engine, titled Super Swing Golf 2. Reception Super Swing Golf has received mixed reviews from critics. Cancelled sequel
In May 2007, Apogee Software CEO Sten Nelson said the company was working on a sequel to Super Swing Golf, titled Super
Swing Golf 2. At the time of the release of the game, Nelson said the company is looking for a publisher to help them fund and
produce the sequel. The sequel was to be released in Fall 2007. A teaser site for the game was released in November 2006, and
contained gameplay footage. Apogee released the following statement: Super Swing Golf 2 has been in development for three
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and a half years. The original idea was to put several golfer characters, like we did with Tiger Woods PGA Tour and NHL, into
golf courses, but that got in the way of what we wanted to do. The original concept was an upgrade of Super Swing Golf. Super
Swing Golf 2 is not a golf game as such, but we do have a Tiger Woods in the sequel. There's a focus on golf-specific items, and

we do have unlockable items. References External links Official site for Super Swing Golf Super Swing Golf 2 at GameSpot
Super Swing Golf at XBLA Super Swing Golf at PlayStation Network Category:2006 video games Category:Apogee games
Category:PlayStation Portable games Category:PlayStation Network games Category:Video games developed in the United

States Category:Windows games Category:Video games scored by Cris VelascoCasa Havana Crafted Casa Havana is a unique
home featuring original architectural details and elements, many custom built to exact specifications by true craftspeople and

artisans in Cuba. Casa Havana features spacious rooms, all unique in their design, as well as a second home and separate
apartment. Casa Havana is surrounded by lush green landscapes 82157476af
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